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International Intelligence

Japanese minister
to visit Jerusalem
Japanese Foreign Minister Sosuke Uno
planned to stop in Jerusalem at the end of a
trip that would also take him to three Arab
countries the last week of June. It was to be
the first journey to Israel by a Japanese cab
inet minister.

Mr. Uno also planned stops in Syria,
Jordan, and Egypt, and to meet with Yasser
Arafat.
Senior Japanese officials, who played
down the significance of the visit, apparent
ly to avoid offending Arab countries, never
theless admitted that in their view, it is time
for Japan to become more active politically
in the Middle East.
According to Takashi Onda, director
general of the Foreign Ministry's Middle
Eastern and African affairs bureau, Uno
would not be coming with any new propos
als, but would repeat Japan's basic position
that Israel withdraw from the occupied ter
ritories, that a Palestinian state be created,
and that Arab countries recognize Israel's
right to exist.
Yaacov Cohen, the Israeli ambassador
in Tokyo, said, "We see this as a positive
signal to the business community and to oth
ers in Japan to have more dealings with Is
rael."

Bomb prosecutor's
home in Peru
Incendiary bombs were thrown into the bed
room of the woman who is charged with
prosecuting the recently captured Osman
Morote, the number-two man in Peru's
Shining Path terrorists.
Prosecutor Dora Altamirano said that
shortly after midnight June 17, two terrorists
entered her bedroom and threw the bombs.
She said the bombs, which only caused mi
nor material damage, were intended as a
warning. She protested that there was only
one guard at her home at the time of the
incident.

On June 15, Lima prosecutor Daniel Ca
ballero ordered his subordinates to scrupu-
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lously protect Morote's constitutional rights.

On Gorbachov, she said, "He is the best

Peru's leftist political leader, Alfonso Bar

cosmetician in the world, he deserves a spe

rantes, said July 16, "Now Morote is adher

cial prize for that. I'm frightened. In my

ing to bourgeois law and saying, 'I remain

opinion, the Soviet Union is a boiling pot

silent, send me to trial,' " while he and his

with all the problems of society coming to

people "simply liquidate anybody who falls

the surface. The Armenians, the Azerbai

into their hands without letting them have a

janis, these Tatar people, Balts, all of them

lawyer or letting them refuse to speak."

are boiling now."

On June 19, the Shining Path terrorists

Describing herself as "a product of anti

conducted dynamite attacks against targets

Semitism," she claimed that "the most dis

in Lima and surrounding towns. Explosions

turbing" phenomenon was that anti-Semi

rocked police stations and government of

tism was now open in the U.S.S.R., espe

fices. It was the second anniversary of a

cially as Jews are increasingly being blamed

prison uprising by captured terrorists, in

for the crisis in the Soviet economy.

which army intervention left over 400 pris

While noting that the rise of the ultra
chauvinistic Pamyat movement might en

oners dead.

courage more Jews to emigrate from the

Sikh violence
continues to grow
Three people were killed and nearly 30
wounded by a bomb thrown from a car in
the New Delhi suburb ofTilak Naga on June
20, BBC reported. A day earlier, 17 persons
were killed and at least 25 seriously injured
in the town of Kurukshetra in northern Har
yana, India, when a bomb concealed in a
bag by Sikh extremists went off in a crowd
gathered to watch a television show in the
marketplace. The bomb was apparently det
onated by remote control.
The crowd was watching a television
version of the Hindu epic, Ramayana. Ku
rukshetra is a holy town to Hindus.
Another seven people were reported
killed in other incidents in the Sikh-domi
nated Punjab the same day.
The total killed in Punjab by Sikh ex
tremists so far this year is 1,320. Last year,
1,030 people died.

Russian Church's rise
bodes
illfor Jews
I
Soviet Jewish emigre Ida Nudel warned of
the "fakery" of Gorbachov's reforms, of
growing anti-Semitism in the U.S.S.R., and
of the dangers of Edgar Bronfman's deal
making with the Kremlin to permit Jewish
emigration, in an interview with Britain's
Independent daily June 20.

U.S.S.R., she bitterly attacked attempts by
Israel and World Jewish Congress leader
Edgar Bronfman to force Soviet Jewish em
igrants to go to Israel via Romania. "I'm not
happy with forcing Soviet people to. go to
Israel. Israel is a country you need to choose
personally, and not every Jew loves Israel.
It would be more just to give them the
choice."

Soviets threaten to
'alter' Afghan pull-out
Radio Moscow on June 20 gave more hints
that the Soviet Union may not be pulling out
of Afghanistan after all, when it repeated a
warning that the U.S.S.R. might "alter the

program" for the withdrawal of troops from
the invaded country, if Pakistan and the
United States continued aiding the resis
tance fighters. Such a warning was issued
by Tass on May 28. Radio Moscow de
nounced the United States for "encouraging
Pakistan to violate the Geneva accords,"
governing the withdrawal.
According to Western intelligence
sources as well as Yugoslav news reports,
the Soviets to date have withdrawn far fewer
forces than the Geneva timetable called for.
On June 18, Radio Volga, the Soviet
military station, as well as Radio Moscow
attacked Pakistan for "failing to adhere to
the Geneva agreement" on Afghanistan.
Citing Lt. Gen. Boris Gromov, the Soviet
commander in Afghanistan, Radio Volga
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said that since May, "clashes increased two
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fold" because Pakistan continued to aid and
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train "terrorists." Radio Volga also empha

Kissinger and Lane Kirkland."

sized strongly what it called "the acute po
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litical struggle" going on inside Pakistan,
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between those "who want a settlement" and
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those "who want fighting to continue in Af

ment-funded private entity for connections
to Soviet-linked terrorism and drug-running.

ghanistan."
Meanwhile, the Soviet commander has
Afghanistan's border regions and engaged
terview with Radio Volga, said that on the
eve of the Soviet troop withdrawal, "special
forces" were deployed "to talk to the peo
ple" along the withdrawal routes, where
"they clashed with a group of rebel bandits."
Otherwise, he said, "the Soviet troop
is proceeding according to
schedule." Gromov was referred to in Pravda

withdrawal
May

13 as commander of the "limited con

tingent" of Soviet troops in Afghanistan.

result from a "diplomatic" solution
that may be put together in Indonesia
in July, said Sino-Soviet expert Ger
ald Segal on BBC June 21. The Khmer
Rouge, the most powerful guerrilla
force with many senior and middle
level commanders, but still "with
blood on their hands" from the Pol

admitted that "special forces" were sent to

in fighting.Lt.General Gromov, in an in
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• THE CmNESE are reported to
be negotiating to deliver to Syria its
new M-9 6OO-km middle-range
ground-to-ground missiles, now un
der development. Most likely being
built with Israeli technology, the M9 is much more accurate than the CSS2 delivered to the Saudis a few months
ago. The news made headlines inside
Israel.
• EXPLODING television sets,
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viet military activity in the Far East since
Gorbachov came to power," he stressed.
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